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Today in Moscow, hundreds of hooligans from the Russian Republic of Kalmykia attacked and damaged
the mosque in the vicinity of the Borussia team on Stadium "Bochum". In the house of Julia Mikhailovna
Zarina (40) were found the bodies of her husband, Vladimir (41), and child, Natalya (12) who had been

killed in the night of May 17. They were found in the basement of the house. In the house were also found
the entire family of Vladimir Romanov (64), his wife, Lydia (52), their daughter, Tatyana (49), son,

Michael (44), and brother, Ponomary Viktorov (46), all died from carbon monoxide poisoning.**2 + 7*u
+ 18. Let m(j) = -6*j**2 - 8*j - 15. Give -3*h(r) - 4*m(r). 3*r**2 - 11*r - 6 Let m(x) = -4*x**2 + 5*x.
Let q(u) = -u**2 - u + 12. Let d be q(-4). Let s(n) = 5*n**2 - 6*n. Suppose -u - 10 - 11 = 5*b, 0 = -4*u -
5*b - 13. Calculate d*m(l) + u*s(l). l**2 - l Let s(z) = 14*z - 4. Let g(p) = 4*p - 1. Let n be (2/(-10) + 4)//

@flow import * as React from "react"; import { mocks, match } from "@storybook/addon-mocks";
import { composeWithLoading, withKnobs, getStory, getExperimentalFieldsKnob, getLoadingKnob,

getDataKnob, getStyleKnob, } from "../../../../__tests__/storybook/decorators.js"; type Props = {|
+children?: React.Node, +testID?: string, +loading?: boolean, |}; const StyledComponent:

React.FunctionComponent = ({ children, testID, loading }) => { 3e33713323
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